SUREFIRE SURFACES
THE NEWEST COVERINGS AND TILES DEBUTED AT CERSAIE MAY REFERENCE CLASSIC
STONES AND MOTIFS, BUT PROVIDE INCREASED DURABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY OVER
THEIR TRADITIONAL COUNTERPARTS.
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,.WHITE

Silestone's two best selling colors
of quartz surfacing are white,
and the new Iconic White is as
close to pure white as you can
get, with all of the added benefits
of Silestone, such as incredible
durability and scratch-resistance.
The slabs are available in 1.2-,

2·, and 3--<:entimeter thicknesses
and can be used as countertops,
vanities, wall cladding, and more.

s1lestoneusa.com

2 LUCIA COLLECTION
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Featuring three brand-new colors
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ARBORITE

Part of the new XLIGHT Premium
collection, Savage Dark tile
Ice Queen, Shadow Queen, and
is suitable to use for indoor
Star Queen-the Lucia collection
flooring, walls, countertops, and
is a subtle refresh of traditional
washbasins, and as cladding for
terrauo flooring. Meant to
furniture, doors, and partitions.
evoke natural sparkle, like stars
The slabs are 6 millimeters thick,
or light bouncing off the water, a
making them easy to install and
combination of microparticles and transport. They are also available
coarser shavings give the colors
in different striation patterns with
their brilliance. The collection ,s
polished or natural finishes.
also thermoformable, waterproof.
and hygienic.

Part of the Commercial Collection,
which was created to bri ng
a warm residential feel to
commercial spaces, this laminate
mimics the luxurious Italian
marble used on the walls of
the Hall of Mirrors in the Palace
of Versailles.

himacsusa.com

arborite.com

from designer Marcel Wanders

porcelanosa.com
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WALKER ZANGER
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NEOUTH

Debuting at KBIS, this ~
addition to the Kaza collection
is designed by architect Aybars
Asci, and inspired by the classical
Italian sculptor and architect
Gian Lorenzo Bernini. The
simple geometric tiles can be
used to form many complex and
sculptural patterns.

Neolith's Zaha Stone, a
contemporary take on Iranian
Grey stone inspired by Zaha
Hadid's designs, is brand new
for 2017. It is available in 6- and
12-m illimeter thicknesses in both
silk and antique finishes, and
can be used for walls, flooring ,
cladding, and countertops.

walkerzanger.com
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WHEN IT COMES TO FORM AND FUNCTION, THESE KITCHEN
AND BATH PRODUCTS WOULD BE RIGHT AT HOME INSIDE THE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION.
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MIELE
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EASY DRAIN
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ZAHA HADID FDR PORCELANDSA

DURAVIT

DELTA

The way of the future is a toilet seat
that glows at night with the help of an

automatic timer. It is battery operated
and has a soft-close hd that keeps from
disrupting any guests. Sanborne is
also available with a potty-training seat

for extra nighttime help.

deltafaucet.com

Look, Ma, no handles. Without any
visible hardware, Miele's Lumen and
Diamond series dishwashers open
with a tap on the outside. The models
offer a countdown via subtle LEO
lights on the side of the door, and the
machine will automatically open to dry
at the end of a cycle.

The S-line provides the ultimate nex,bility Vitae-created for Noken, a high-end line
to create barrier-free shower designs,
o r bathroom products by Porcelanosa
using either a brushed stainless-steel
m eans lire in Latin, and its g lobular
dram or a corresponding tile or natural
shapes evoke water, the basis for all
stone. Easy Drain's technology enables
living forms. It includes a vanity, tub,
secondary drainage, even if there are
hardware, and combination toilet-bidet.
cracks or leaks, for supreme waterproofing.

Those sleek. modern mirrors m1ograte
ambient LED lighting and smart
technology to creato a striking design
The light 1s adjustable via touchloss
control, and optional heatmg cnpab1ht10s
provent the mirrors from fogging up.

mieleusa.com

easydrain.com

duravit.com

noken.com

